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Enterprise Knowledge Modeling

Computer Science
• Knowledge representation techniques
• Ontology Engineering
• Development of knowledge-based applications
• Methods and best practices
• Tools for ontology construction
• etc.

Industrial Organisation
• Enterprise modelling languages
• Methods for enterprise modelling
• Enterprise Engineering
• Best practices
• Tools for enterprise modelling and architectures
• etc.

Organisational Knowledge

domain repository

contributes to the fulfillment

is part of

is part of

contributes to
the fulfillment

is suitable for

Enterprise Ontology

Enterprise Model



Knowledge Modeling in Enterprises

What is it?
• Knowledge Modeling aims at capturing the relevant knowledge of an 

enterprise in computerized models for solving the problem at hand

Example for possible purposes are
• Understand and visualize the current situation
• Identify and design improvements
• Prepare process innovations and improvements
• Begin information system development
• and many more
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Relationships

What is the difference to process modelling?

Organisation
Involved roles
Organisation structure
Required competence

Process
Work flow
Tasks to be performed
Description of tasks

Subject of Work
Product structure or
Service elements or
Project parts or …

Platform
IT architecture
Information Resources
Tools and Machinery

The POPS* perspectives in enterprise knowledge modelling



Methods

Tools Practices
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Methods, tools and practices

Procedure

Concepts

Notation

Framework

Perspective

p
Cooperation

Principles

Method Component



Knowledge Modelling Tools
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Case Focus of Modelling Evaluation
Tactel Product knowledge – feature modeling Pairwise Comparison
Kongsberg Automotive Product & Process – knowledge sharing Scorecard
Proton Work context - Information flow Scorecard (ongoing)
Autoliv Product knowledge for text analysis Two parallel developments
Swedish Armed Forces Competence Modeling – Peace keeping

missions
Prototype

Värnamo hospital Process integration – care of stroke patient Action research
Newspaper 
Jönköpings Posten

Automated News Analysis Prototype

SEAR Process & Product – improve operations Comparison old - new
Nordex Service & Process – framework adaptation ongoing

Projects (2006 – 2012)
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Patterns in Computer Science

Patterns in Computer Science:
• Initial definition: 

Christopher Alexander: “Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and 
over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that 
problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without 
ever doing it the same way twice” 

• Pattern type examples:
– Analysis Patterns (Fowler)
– Design Patterns (Gamma et al.)
– Architecture Patterns (Buschmann et al.)
– Workflow Patterns (van der Aalst et al.)

General Objective
• Capture proven engineering practice in a reusable way
• Abstraction from actual solution to make trusable structures visible
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Patterns in Computer Science (2)

Knowledge Pattern 
• Clark, Thomson and Porter “a pattern as a first-order theory whose axioms 

are not part of the target knowledge-base, but can be incorporated via a 
renaming of the non-logical symbols” 

Semantic patterns
• Staab et al.: description of the core elements independently from the actual 

implementation and for each target language 
Knowledge Formalization Patterns
• Puppe: templates proven in practice for the (mass) formalization of 

knowledge
Ontology Design Patterns
• See next slides
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Ontolgy Design Pattern –Example
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Ontolgy Design Pattern –Example
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Competency Questions:
• What are the transactions involved in this invoice?
• What is the order this invoice is referring to?
• What is the line item for this invoice?
• What is the amount of the transactions involved in this invoice?
• What currency is applied to this invoice?



Ontolgy Design Pattern –Example
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Ontology Design Patterns: Definition and Types

• Ontology pattern are “a set of ontological elements, structures or construction 
principles that intend to solve a specific engineering problem and that recur, either 
exactly replicated or in an adapted form, within some set of ontologies or is 
envisioned to recur within some future set of ontologies”.
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Community Portal - ontologydesignpatterns.org
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Organization theory and management science offer many different views on knowledge 
from an organizational perspective: 

Organisational Knowledge

• Nonaka (1994) 
– an organization cannot create knowledge without individuals, i.e. at a 

fundamental level, knowledge is created by individuals; organization supports 
individuals and provides a context for knowledge creation

– organizational knowledge creation includes processes that organizationally 
amplify the knowledge created by the individuals and crystallizes it as part of the 
knowledge of the organization

• Spender (1996) 
– knowledge is as an asset of the organization with its implicit conservation or 

constancy in quantity
– Assets, as resources, are compounded with knowledge about their use, 

knowledge of a different type.
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SECI Spiral Model

FROM

TO

Source:  I. Nonaka and 
H. Takeuchi (1995)



Why do we need yet another kind of patterns? 

• Computer science patterns focus more on technical characteristics and 
individual knowledge than on organizational aspects of knowledge creation 
and management. 

• Our aim: 
– combine technical and organizational aspects in order to support 

organizational knowledge creation and IT-supported knowledge reuse.
– Shorten time to deployment (from selecting a knowledge pattern to an 

operative use )
– Deployment includes transfer of the knowledge to the individuals in the 

organization and implementation of supporting IT systems
• ideal organizational knowledge pattern: easy-to-understand and easy-to-

deploy
– What features should organizational knowledge patterns have in order to 

meet these requirements?



Organizational Knowledge Patterns

An organizational knowledge pattern is a formalization of knowledge for a 
recurring organizational task abstracting from organization-specific aspects, 
which is of value for an organizational actor and an asset for an organization.
Characteristics 
• OKP need to represent organizational knowledge, not individual knowledge,
• OKP address recurring organizational tasks and at the same time 

abstracting from a specific organization 
• OKP are expressed in a formalized way, which requires a formal language 

or at least a structured representation. Thus, OKP are explicit knowledge.
• OKP are an asset of the organization, i.e. are not only a resource as such 

but capture knowledge about the resource’s use
• An OKP is of value for an organizational actor in its original form and / or its 

adaptation for a specific organization.
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Enterprise Models Patterns (Task Patterns): Example
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Task Pattern - Definition

• A task pattern is a self-contained model template with well-defined 
connectors to application environments:

– “Self-contained” means that a task pattern includes all 
perspectives, model elements and relationships between the model 
elements required for capturing the knowledge reflecting a best 
practice 

– “model template” means that the task pattern has to be expressed 
in a defined modelling language (preferably a (visual) enterprise 
modelling language) and that no instances are contained in the 
task patterns

– “connectors” are model elements facilitating the adaptation of the 
task pattern to enterprise models, i.e. only the connectors may be 
adapted. Other model elements of the task pattern may only be 
configured, i.e. instances are assigned to the model elements.

– “Application environments” currently are limited to enterprise 
modelling tools.
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Application Case: Kongsberg Automotive

Product Application Product
Optimization
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Results:
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Task Patterns
• Target Setting Process
• Establish material specification
• Develop new test method
• External testing
• Prototype build
• Establish product specification
• Benchmarking
• Brainstorming 
• Support for meetings
• POI Testing

Application Case: Pattern Repository
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Evaluation of Benefits – Selected Results

• Collected Indicators:  48 at 4 industry partners in 4 countries
• Evaluation period: March 2007 – March 2008
• Baseline / Intermediary / Final Evaluation

• Quality of Best Practices
– intensity of use of best practices increased significantly,
– accuracy of the best practice descriptions improved
– training new employees (very successful)

• Quality of Product Documentation
– Number of design rules and number of configurable components increased;
– Refinement levels improved (from average 3 refinements to 4)

• Cycle Time
– material specification task: from 4 months to 3 months (reduced by 25%)
– average length of the target setting process: from 14 to 12 months 
– average time for assessing solutions for a customer problem: reduced by 50%.

• Conclusion: clearly positive evaluation of task patterns
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Information Demand Patterns – Example
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Information Demand Patterns - Definition

An information demand pattern addresses a recurring information demand 
problem that arises for specific roles and work situations in an enterprise, and 
presents a solution to it.
Information demand pattern consists of

– organisational context where the pattern is useful
– Problems  of a role that the pattern addresses. 
– The solution that resolves the problem:

• Information demand of the role
• Quality criteria for the different parts of the information demand
• a timeline indicating important points in time

– The effects that play in forming a solution
Pattern representation: textual description and visual model



Application Case: Engineering Change Management
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OEM

1st tier
supplier

2nd tier
supplier

On paper:
• Well-defined (re-engineered) 

processes
• Responsibilities clearly

defined

In practice:
• Many exceptions from

processes
• Many people involved
• Ad-hoc problem solving
• Problems with faulty parts, late

delivery, etc.

Specification change

Specification change



Application Case: Pattern Directory

Information Demand Patterns (Examples)
• Change Administrator
• Process Verifier
• Material Specification Responsible
• Responsible for Quote Preparation
• Responsible for Proposal Writing
• Branding Responsible
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Pattern Development Process
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Discussion: Validity of OKP Characteristics
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Characteristic of
OKP

Task Pattern Ontology Design Pattern

For an 
organizational 
task 

Task patterns are capturing 
specific organizational tasks

Ontology design pattern in general 
do not address org. tasks, but 
capture best practices for 
“engineering ontologies”.

Are recurring Task patterns were developed with 
the intention to be reused in 
various enterprises; reuse has 
been reported in some cases

Ontology design patterns are 
available for reuse and numerous 
cases of reuse have been reported

Abstracting from 
organization 
specific aspects

Task patterns need to be 
configured and adjusted for the 
target organization, i.e. the pattern 
provides an abstraction from a 
specific organization

Ontology design patterns need to be 
configured and adjusted for the 
target ontology, i.e. the pattern as 
such provides an abstraction from a 
specific solution

Formalization of 
knowledge

Task patterns are formalized in a 
modelling language  

Ontology design patterns are captur-
ed in ontology languages



Discussion: Validity of OKP Characteristics (2)
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Characteristic of
OKP

Task Pattern Ontology Design Pattern

Asset for 
organization

The evaluation of task pattern use 
confirmed economic advantages 
for the organizations using them. 
An investigation whether task 
patterns are considered an asset 
was not performed yet.

In organizations developing or using 
ontologies, we expect this 
characteristic to be met. However, an 
investigation towards this aspect was 
not performed yet.

Of value for an 
organizational 
actor

The evaluation of task patterns 
shows acceptance by the actors 
involved, i.e. it is assumed that 
they are of value for them

Ontology design patterns are 
expected to be of value for ontology 
engineers, i.e. in organizations 
developing or using ontology, this 
characteristics will be met

Stakeholder 
adequate quality

The evaluation of task pattern 
showed adequate quality for both, 
IT-experts and organizational 
stakeholders.

The quality is considered adequate 
for ontology engineers.



Summary

The concept of organizational knowledge pattern is as a formalization of 
knowledge for a recurring organizational task, which also is of value for 
an organizational actor and an asset for an organization

State of work so far:
(1) the definition of the term organizational knowledge pattern in relation 

to other pattern types
(2) the identification of characteristics of such patterns, and
(3) the examination of two established pattern types from knowledge 

engineering in order to expose the key features of organizational 
knowledge patterns
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Future Work

Spread the idea and validate it by discussion and application 
in academia and industry

• Further refine the requirements of patterns being easy-to-understand 
and easy-to-deploy 
– easy-to-understand could be refined by using work from model 

quality or the physics of visual languages
– easy-to-deploy could be refined by applying classifications for the 

formalization of models and specifications, like the differentiation 
between executable and enactable

• Evaluation of OKP to learn about improvement potential and limitations
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Thank you for your time and attention!

Questions?

Contact: 
Prof. Dr. Kurt Sandkuhl
Phone: (0381) 498 7400
kurt.sandkuhl@uni-rostock.de
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